PRODUCT SHEET

NEW

Camera Flight Cases
You have made a big investment with the purchase of the R-CAM or SC-350, you should now consider investing in a durable
flight case to protect your valuable asset. These flight cases are made to the highest quality to ensure that your camera and
accessories are transported with reinforced protection so that no potential harm comes to your equipment in transit or on site.

R-CAM Compact Camera Flight Case




Plywood with blue scratch resistant laminate
2 x Recessed flip handles
Recessed butterfly latches and foam lined interior

The R-CAM Compact Camera Flight Case is a durable container to house your
R-CAM and accessories when transported or taken on site. The case is foam
lined and features a specially made reinforced skid base for added protection.
The height is divided 50/50 to allow ease of loading the camera components.
This case also includes a set of bungee ties so you can securely fasten the
camera into place with pre-fitted tie rings. The case fits the complete camera
unit and also has storage space for our Camera briefcase accessory plus all the
system components.

Case dimensions (Ext): (W) 550mm x (L) 1050mm x (H) 600mm

Heavy Duty Double Camera Briefcase




Heavy duty fittings with latching's
Scratch resistant plywood with laminate
Pre-cut foam with two camera slots

The Heavy Duty Double Camera Briefcase protects your R-CAM camera unit from
damage when being transported or taken on site. The case can house two cameras
and features pre-cut foam with two slots, one for the R-CAM 1000 and one for the
SC-166 Slim Cam camera. It also features additional reinforcement protection and
high security locking catches.
This is ideal for clients who may wish to ship just the camera without the remainder
of the camera equipment.
Case dimensions (Ext): (W) 200mm (L) 680mm (H) 120mm

SC-350 Compact Camera Flight Case




Plywood with blue scratch resistant laminate
2 x Recessed flip handles
Includes plastic briefcase accessory for housing cables, monitor etc.

The SC-350 Compact Camera Flight Case is a durable container to house your
camera and accessories when transported or taken on site. The case is foam lined
and features a specially made reinforced skid base for added protection.
The case fits the complete camera unit and also has storage space for our plastic
briefcase and battery pack.
PLEASE NOTE this case does house the tripod accessory.

Case dimensions (Ext): (W) 559mm x (L) 559mm x (H) 494mm
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